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0. Introduction 
0.1 Objectives 

 

The project aims to achieve 3 main objectives: 

 

Environment: Creation of an answer for the site; 

considering its location in a semi-arid environment with 

significant slope lots, providing new urban spaces 

independent yet easily linked in the future with the new 

expanding urban tissue. 

 

Function: Recognize residential use of the building over 

its form, providing quality in both internal and external 

spaces. Efficient use of materials and elements 

considering always the reality of low-income housing. 

 

 

Bioclimatic architecture: The building as the base of 

adapting to sustainable criteria, using passive strategies, 

control of water and energy consumption, as well as 

active strategies, taking advantage of climatic 

conditions. 

 

The proposal shows that sustainability is treated on 

different levels of architectural actions, with optimization 

of resources with adapted design and appropriate 

maintenance. Although it requires a higher investment 

initially, payback period is short especially for apartments 

units. 
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1. The proposal  
 

1.1  Conceptual approach 
 

Implementation of the buildings is result of 2 main ideas: 

 

Connect disconnecting  

The proposal considers that achievement of project goals 
of residential density and site slope requirements, urges to 
provide an integrated proposal able to achieve minimum 
impacts on site 
 
Defragmentation and displacement of building to adapt 
on site topography, starting from the compact 
composition of a whole block, provides creation of 
intermediate private and communal spaces more 
integrated in the landscape. The result is 2 separated 
bodies that contain 20 dwellings (result of application of 
proportional floor area ratio over the whole plots to 
achieve 168 housing units). 
 
To understand both blocks as one building, in this special 
condition, flow of accesses are related in such a way that 
both blocks depend on each other when accessing from 
opposite levels. Energy system strategy must be also 
considered as one to achieve more efficiency. 
 
Another degree of defragmentation is within each body 

itself, around its stairs core, this provides added values for 

each flat allowing more privacy spaces and appropriate 

southern orientation. 

 

 

Use as a group 

 

Communal spaces created between buildings will assure 
social areas of relation and internal safe playground for 
children and families; this is believed to be a measure of 
improvement for external spaces. 
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Again, there is another level of connection between plots, 

using intermediate spaces between buildings as a whole 

longitudinal chain of communal spaces of similar levels 

that reach to the central public park. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Uses program 
 

Residential 

Provide both indoor and outdoor living spaces, the 

proposal suggests a meeting point between social 

requirements of apartment distribution and efficient 

distribution of indoor spaces, the result is to assure south 

facing living room with appropriate terrace dimensions to 

provide a private leisure area and shadow in summer, and 

dormitories oriented to north and east/west.  

 

 

1.3 Definition of urban space 
Urban works in the project focuses to create spaces rather 

than provide high quality materials of finishing. Local 

materials (from site) are supposed to be re-used for 

creating landscape works such as gabion walls and dry 

stone walls, remaining areas are adapted to provide 
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spaces with minimum intervention, and use of local trees 

and xerophilous plants irrigated with treated grey water in 

appropriate places to provide shadow and wind 

blockage   

 

 

 

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

 

 

Bioclimatic architecture  
2.1 Energy strategy 

 

The proposal suggests working on 2 axes when dealing 

with energy requirements of the apartments. From one 

side, to reduce the demand of energy of the families to a 

reasonable level, less demand at the end means less 

consumption. This is meant to be achieved by passive 

measures of design, mainly with the following applied 

ideas: 

 

1- Reduce overall wall and roofs thermal transmissions by 

introducing isolation materials in wall and roof section, as 

well as dry wall composition allowing ventilated façade, 

this supposes also less water consumption during 

construction phase of the building. 
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The following table compares common cases of 

construction with this proposal, and shows the reduced 

percentage of thermal demand that reaches 40%. 

 
 

Skin 1- Walls- U value 

W/m2K and composition 

Skin 2-Roofs- U value 

W/m2K and 

composition 

Skin 3-Windows- U 

value W/m2K and 

composition 

Heat demand 

average/m2 for 

∆T of 20ºC 

Common 

building 
1.2 

Un-

insolated 

hollow brick 

wall 

1.4 

Un-

insolated 

roof 

5.4 

Single 

glazed 

windows 

95W/m2 

Proposed 0.5 

Insolated & 

ventilated 

façade 

0.5 
Insolated 

roof 
2.8 

Double 

glazed 

windows 

45W/m2 

 

2- Appropriate building orientation, as a result, each flat 

has the living area is oriented to south providing clear 

distance between buildings to provide enough direct 

sunshine during the day which also reduces heat demand 

in winter. In the proposal there will be 2 main orientations: 

to south, and tilted approximately 40º to southeast, still this 

orientation provides along with the appropriate terrace 

section in winter 4 hours of direct sunray access to living 

rooms. 

 

A solar simulation (without sunshades) for the site shows 

how the corner solution for sitting rooms in the flats 

provides solar exposure optimization. 

 South oriented flats South-east oriented flats 
Winter  
21 December 

    
 From 9 a.m.to 2 p.m. provides 5 hours of direct sunray exposure From 9 a.m.to 2 p.m. provides 3,5 hours of direct sunray exposure 

Summer  
21 June 

    
 From 9 a.m.to 12 a.m. the section avoids direct sunray exposure From 9 a.m.to 12 a.m. only one hour of direct sunray exposure
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3- Outside solar protection, using exterior “roll up” shades 

supported on a metallic frame for rigid fixing. 

 

4- Cross ventilation. This proposal doesn’t consider air 

conditioning systems, yet the building’s displacement 

around the stair case allows cross ventilation of each 

apartment, especially for the cool western summer breeze 

in Amman. 

 

Active measures for energy strategy are the other axis 

that should deal with the demands of energy in the 

apartments. 

 

The starting point of the strategy is to centralize production 

of energy for the 168 buildings, in a District Energy center 

located in the central park. This means a considerable 

saving in the implementation of energy production 

systems as well as its maintenance and consumption.  

 

In order to achieve all benefits of energy strategies, 

institutional mechanisms should be provided, and 

awareness from the governmental institutions must 

encourage the implementation of these kinds of 

strategies, not only for installing them but also for its 

appropriate maintenance. 
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The strategy of energy generation can be summarized in 

the following steps: 

 

1-Solar energy for water pre-heating, as has been a 

common practice for long time, in Amman is appropriate 

to use its 4.5 KWh/m2 average solar radiation energy per 

day. This is achieved by series of solar panels installed in 

the central park as pergolas integrated in the landscape 

design of the park, oriented to south with an inclination of 

60º to avoid overheating in summer, and a good 

optimization of solar angle in winter. 

 

This proposal avoids visual impact over buildings roofs. The 

number of panels will be dimensioned to achieve 30% of 

solar heating requirement of hot water production since 

there is available space. 

Hot water generated with solar panels will be 

accumulated to support boilers with higher temperature 

water. 
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2- Two central gasoil boilers will heat water to the 

temperature needed for the network since it has the 

support of solar panels, the incoming water will require less 

energy to be pumped at 60º-70ºC from the boiler. 

 

An alternative for gasoil boilers can be biomass boilers, 

after a market study for available agricultural wastes and 

the interests of the institutions to provide facilities to 

encourage private sector to invest in this field. 

 

Management of the district energy should also raise the 

issue of encouraging capabilities of local energy 

companies to provide this service. 

 

Hot water production should be dimensioned according 

to the buildings distance, peak points of hot water use, 

and isolation of pipes (an estimated power of 450 kW for 

each boiler is considered). The system will not require for 

high temperature distribution since the terminals in each 

apartment will distribute hot water for both hot water use 

and water heating systems. 

 

3- Produced hot water to apartments 

In order to achieve efficient distribution of the generated 

hot water, and individualize consumption of hot water 

supply. Individual Terminal for Central Heating device for 

each flat allows to distribute incoming hot water supply for 

hot water use or to feed heating radiators at different 

temperatures. 

 

The system also allows registering the amount of 

consumption whether by taking the readings on site or by 

wired system to the central. This will allow to define the 

amount of consumption for each flat individually. 
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2.2  Water efficient cycle 
 

As energy efficiency of the apartments, water efficiency 

also works on 2 axes, reduction of demand and efficient 

water supply.  

 

Reduction of demand should be achieved using simple 

practices of water saving at homes such installing faucets 

with aerators to reduce water consumption and toilets 

with dual flush. These simple measurements would save up 

to 20% consumption of water at homes. 

 

Central treatment for the 168 residential units of grey 

water is also considered in the water efficient proposal, 

grey water from wash basins, and showers would be 

treated and reused for toilet flush. 

 

This measure will also provide considerable savings in the 

installations rather than installing individual units for blocks.  

 

Treated water will be pumped to roof tanks in each 

building to provide continuous supply. The 

simultaneousness of the use in the apartments will reduce 

the need of storage in the central station. In a similar 

manner treated water will be used for outdoor irrigation of 

trees. 

 

It is estimated that centralization of grey water treatment 

will reduce more than 25% of water in flats. 
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2.3 Construction system 
  

The proposal considers the project as an opportunity to 

realize alternatives for construction procedures in low 

income housing, encouraging private sector in pioneer 

projects. 

 

For that reason, the construction system is proposed to be 

of a mix system of common construction of structural 

elements (columns, slabs) and pre-industrialized system of 

façade and internal walls, this system not only provides 

appropriate insulation of the external wall and structural 

joints of slabs and columns as it allows to create a 

ventilated façade with the required measures of isolation 

avoiding condensation problems, it also allows ecological 

and practical advantages such as: 

 

- Dry construction of façade and internal walls which 

means less use of water during construction 

- Optimization of construction periods reducing time 

needed by 25% 

- Allows to be combined with different interior and exterior 

finishing. (i.e. outdoor façade can be of projected 

concrete over a rigid mesh) 

- Minimizes waste materials during construction 

-As they are not used for structural purposes, basic training 

for workers is required. 
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9. Tables of costs and LCCA  
 

9.1 Table of costs 
 

Following tables show estimated costs in general and in 

detail for this proposal  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

General Budget (Plot num 673 ‐ 20 units)

Built area (m2)
ratio: cost / m2 built 
dwelling  (JD/m2)

Total cost (JD)

I. CONSTRUCTION

Dwellings 3.054 235 717.655

Total Residential 3.054 235 717.655

Parking (underground) 1.192 118 140.089

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION 4.246 857.744

II. ORIENTATIVE INCREASE FOR ADOPTED MEASURES OF EFFICIENT ENERGY STRATEGIES

Pasive measures 4,3% 10,0 30.539
Active measures

Centralized energy generation (includes the proportional part of 
the building "central heating")

3,0% 7,0 21.377

Solar energy generation 2,1% 4,9 14.964
Grey water and rainfall efficient water cycles 1,6% 3,9 11.757

Total of energy measures 11,0% 26 78.637

TOTAL OF CONSTRUCTION AND ENERGY MEASURES 936.381

III. URBAN WORKS

Urban works on plot 1.121 30 33.630

TOTAL (JD) 970.011

AVERAGE TOTAL COST OF CONSTRUCTION (JD/m2 constructed) 228
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Budget for phases of construction (PLOT num 673 ‐ 20 units)

ID ITEM COST (JD/M2 )  TOTAL COST (JD) % from total

1 Construction 221 936.381 96,5%
1.1 Filling and excavations 9,9 42.137 4%
1.2 Foundations and retaining walls 26,5 112.366 12%
1.3 Structures 40,8 173.230 18%
1.4 Roofs 7,7 32.773 3%
1.5 Façades and interior partitions 39,7 168.549 17%
1.6 Exterior panelling 28,7 121.729 13%
1.7 Windows, doors and double glazing 22,1 93.638 10%
1.8 Pavements 14,3 60.865 6%
1.9 Insulation 2,2 9.364 1%
1.10 Mechanical & Electrical 29,7 125.996 13%

Plumbing and sanitary installations 6,6 28.091 2,9%
Drainage system  3,7 15.918 1,6%
Centralized grey water treatment (proportional part of the installation 
and the central building)

2,8 11.757 1,2%

Centralized hot water production  ( proportional part of the 
equipments, central building and solar panels)

8,2 36.341 3,7%

lighting and electrical network 8,4 35.582 3,7%

2 URBAN WORKS 30 33.630 3,5%
2.1 Pavements and urban walls 12 13.452 1,4%
2.2 Trees and plants 6,6 7.399 0,8%
2.3 Urban furniture 4,5 5.045 0,5%
2.4 Lighting  6,9 7.735 0,8%

TOTAL BUDGET (20 units) 228 970.011 100%

Total Construction Cost per apartment (JD) 48.501

Avarage Construction Cost (JD/m2) 228
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3.2 Table and diagrams of Life Cycle Cost Analysis for 20 years
From detailing table below it can be seen that project’s objectives are adapted 

to reality of low-income houses, all measures of bioclimatic architecture mean to 

save costs (up to 40%) for final users throughout time as well as achieving more 

sustainable environment compared with a common construction practice. 

(Costs are calculated not considering financial costs and inflation)  
Costs analysis (Plot num 673 ‐ 20 units)
20 years period

EFFICIENT PROJECT

Total community cost  (JD) Total cost per apartment (JD) Annual cost per apartment (JD) Monthly cost per apartment (JD)

CONSTRUCTION AND URBAN WORKS 891.374 46.914 2.346 195

IMPLAMENTATION OF ENERGY STRATEGY 78.637 4.139 207 17

Passive measures 30.539 1.527 76 6
Active measures

Centralized energy generation (includes the proportional part of the building 
"central heating")

21.377 1.069 53 4

Solar energy generation 14.964
Grey water and rainfall efficient water cycles 11.757 588 29 2

OPERATION  154.384 8.125 406 34

Maintenance & Conservation (Building, Centralized Plumbing, Urban areas ) 70.000 3.500 175 15
Consumption

Heating of apartments (radiators) 45.000 2.250 113 9
Hot water supply 21.880 1.094 55 5

Water 17.504 875 44 4

TOTAL JD 1.124.395 59.179 2.959 247

COMMON CONSTRUCTION

Total community cost  (JD) Total cost per apartment (JD) Annual cost per apartment (JD) Monthly cost per apartment (JD)

CONSTRUCTION AND URBAN WORKS 891.374 46.914 2.346 195

IMPLAMENTATION OF ENERGY STRATEGY 36.341 1.913 96 8

Passive measures
Active measures

Centralized energy generation (includes the proportional part of the building 
"central heating")

36.341 1.913 96 8

Solar energy generation
Grey water and rainfall efficient water cycles

OPERATION  283.410 14.916 746 62

Maintenance & Conservation (Building, Centralized Plumbing, Urban areas ) 112.000 3.150 158 13
Consumption

Heating of apartments (radiators) 74.700 3.932 197 16
Hot water supply 54.700 2.879 144 12

Water 42.010 2.211 111 9

TOTAL JD 1.211.125 63.743 3.187 266  

 


